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ABSTRACT

Constraint Dependency Grammar (CDG) uses constraints to
determine a sentence’s grammatical structure that is repre-
sented as assignments of dependency relations to functional
variables associated with each word in the sentence. This
paper presents the evaluation of a statistical CDG parser-
based language model (LM). This LM, when used to rescore
lattices from the Wall Street Journal continuous speech recog-
nition task, obtains a significant reduction in word error rate
(WER) compared to a CDG-based almost-parsing LM and
obtains a WER comparable to or lower than several state-
of-the-art parser-based LMs.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent language modeling efforts have explored the use of
hidden parse trees to improve LM performance [1, 2, 3,
4]. Chelba et al. [1] built a left-to-right parser-based LM
that develops hidden hierarchical structures incrementally
to model long distance dependencies. Xu and Chelba [4]
revised this model by enlarging the context window and us-
ing non-terminal information of siblings. Charniak [3] de-
veloped a parser-based LM by enriching non-terminal ex-
pansions with headword information. Roark’s probabilis-
tic top-down parser-based LM [2] incrementally calculates
generative conditional word probabilities similarly to left-
corner parsers. All of these approaches share an under-
lying context-free grammar (CFG) based framework; the
parser component of each LM builds constituents that are
labeled with enriched non-terminals that often correspond
to phrases in an utterance.
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Much of our recent research is predicated on our be-
lief that avoiding the use of non-terminals, and instead di-
rectly using word-to-word dependencies to represent a parse
tree, can be advantageous for building high quality parser-
based LMs. Hence, our work has focused on construct-
ing LMs based on Constraint Dependency Grammar (CDG)
[5], which represents syntactic structures using dependen-
cies between words. Consider an example CDG parse for
the sentenceWhat did you learndepicted in the white box
of Figure 1. Each word in the parse has a lexical category, a
set of feature values, and a set of roles that are assigned role
values, each comprised of a label indicating the grammati-
cal role of the word and its modifiee (i.e., the position of the
word it is modifying when it takes on that role). Note that
the assignment of role values to roles for each word defines
the parse for the sentence. Consider the role value assigned
to the governor role (denotedG) of you, subj-2 . The la-
bel subj indicates the grammatical function ofyou when
it is governed by its head in position2. Need roles are used
to ensure that the grammatical requirements of a word are
met (e.g., subcategorization). The wordyoudoes not have
any need roles (denotedN1, N2, andN3) unlike the verb
did that needs a subject and a base form verb (but since the
word takes no other complements, the modifiee of the role
value assigned to N3 is set equal to its own position).

Because CDGs represent parse information at the word
level, there is no need to model non-terminals. CDG can be
easily lexicalized at the word level, and this lexicalization
is able to include not only lexical category, but also a rich
set of lexical features to model subcategorization and wh-
movement without a combinatorial explosion of the para-
metric space [5]. CDG can distinguish between adjuncts
and complements due to the use of need roles [6]. CDG is
more powerful than CFG and has the ability to model lan-
guages with crossing dependencies and free word ordering;
hence, this research in English has a potential to generalize
to a wide variety of languages.

In an earlier effort [5], we developed an almost-parsing
LM based on CDG. The underlying hidden event of this
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LM is a SuperARV, a linguistic structure that tightly inte-
grates lexical features and syntactic constraints at the word
level. A SuperARV, an abstraction of the joint assignment of
all dependencies for a word, is formally defined as a four-
tuple for a word,hC;F , (R;L;UC;MC)+; DCi, where
C is the lexical category of the word,F = fFname1 =
Fvalue1, : : : ; FNamef = FV aluefg is a feature vector
(whereFnamei is the name of a feature andFvaluei is
its corresponding value),DC represents the relative order-
ing of the positions of a word and all of its modifiees, (R,
L, UC, MC)+ is a list of one or more four-tuples, each rep-
resenting an abstraction of a role value assignment, where
R is a role variable,L is a functionality label,UC repre-
sents the relative position relation of a word and its depen-
dent, andMC encodes some modifiee constraints, namely,
the lexical category of the modifiee for this dependency re-
lation. The gray box of Figure 1 presents an example of a
SuperARV for the worddid. From this example, it is easy to
see that a SuperARV is ajoin on the role value assignments
of a word, with explicit position information replaced by a
relation that expresses whether the modifiee points to the
current word, a previous word, or a subsequent word. The
SuperARV structure provides an explicit way to organize
information concerning one consistent set of dependency
links for a word that can be directly derived from a CDG
parse. SuperARVs encode lexical information as well as
syntactic and semantic constraints in a uniform represen-
tation that is much more fine-grained than part-of-speech
(POS). The SuperARV LM reduced perplexity and word er-
ror rate significantly compared to word ngrams and part-of-
speech-based LMs and obtained significant perplexity re-
duction compared to several parser-based LMs [5]. Ad-
ditionally, it obtained WER rates slightly lower than (but
not significantly different from) the state-of-the-art Chelba’s
structured LM [1].

A sentence tagged with SuperARVs is an almost-parse
since all that remains is to specify the precise position of
each modifiee. In this paper, we will investigate the qual-
ity of a LM that is based upon a statistical constraint de-
pendency grammar (SCDG) parser, which combines Super-
ARV tagging with modifiee specification. We believe that
this SCDG LM will have greater restrictiveness and predic-
tive capability than a SuperARV LM. Section 2 outlines our
SCDG parser-based LM. Section 3 describes the evaluation
of the LM, compares it to other parser-based LMs, and dis-
cusses the results.

2. THE SCDG PARSER-BASED LM

Like other parser-based LMs, an SCDG parser LM esti-
mates a string’s probability by summing the probabilities of
all CDG parses for the string produced by the parser. Given
that the set of partial CDG parses for a sentence prefixwi�1

1

isDi�1
1 , the probabilityP (wijw

i�1
1 ) is calculated as:

pronoun
case=common
behavior=nominal
type=interrogative
semtype=inanimate
agr=3s

G=np-4

verb
subcat=base
verbtype=past
voice=active
inverted=yes
type=none
gapp=yes
mood=whquestion
semtype=auxiliary
agr=all

G=vp-1
Need1=S-3
Need2=S-4
Need3=S-2

pronoun
case=common
behavior=nominal
type=personal
semtype=human
agr=2s

G=subj-2

          1
        what

          2
        did

           3
        you

The SuperARV of the word "did":

 Category: Verb

           4
        learn

verb
subcat=obj
vtype=infinitive
voice=active
inverted=no
type=none
gapp=yes
mood=whquestion
semtype=behavior
agr=none

G=vp-2
Need1=S-4
Need2=S-1
Need3=S-4

 Features: {verbtype=past, voice=active, inverted=yes, 
 gapp=yes,mood=whquestion,agr=all}

 Role=G,         Label=vp, PX>MX,                (ModifieeCategory=pronoun)
 Role=Need1, Label=S,   PX<MX,                (ModifieeCategory=pronoun)
 Role=Need2, Label=S,   PX<MX,                (ModifieeCategory=verb)
 Role=Need3, Label=S,   PX=MX,                (ModifieeCategory=verb)

 Dependent Positional Constraints:
 MX[G] < PX = MX[Need3] < MX[Need1] 
 < MX[Need2] MC
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Fig. 1. An example of a CDG parse and the SuperARV of the
word did in the sentencewhat did you learn. PX and MX([R])
represent the position of a word and its modifiee (for role R), re-
spectively.
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whereP (d) is the probability of a partial CDG parsed for
the sentence prefixwi

1 in question. In section 2.1, we de-
scribe the implementation of the underlying SCDG parser,
discussing, in particular, how to calculateP (d) in Equation
(1). In section 2.2, we discuss parser model enhancements
that are possible to produce a more powerful SCDG LM.

2.1. The Basic Parsing Algorithm

Our SCDG parser is a probabilistic generative model. For
all sentencess and all parsesT, the parser assigns a proba-
bility Pr(s; T ) = P (T ) for all T with yield s. For s, the
parser returns the parseT that maximizes its probability, as
follows:

argmaxT Pr(T js) = argmaxT Pr(s; T )

= argmaxT Pr(T )

Our statistical parser can be viewed as consisting of two
components: SuperARV tagging and modifiee determina-
tion. These two steps can be either loosely or tightly inte-
grated. To simplify discussion, we describe the loosely inte-
grated version, but we implement and evaluate both strate-
gies. The basic parsing algorithm for the loosely integrated
case is shown in Figure 2, and the symbols used in the al-
gorithm are described in Table 1. In the first step, the top
N-best SuperARV assignments are generated for an input
sentencew1; : : : ; wn using token-passing [7] on a Hidden
Markov Model with trigram probabilistic estimations for
both transition and emission probabilities. Each SuperARV
sequence for the sentence is represented as a sequence of tu-
ples: hw1; s1i; : : : ; hwn; sni, wherehwk ; ski represents the



wordwk and its SuperARV assignmentsk. These assign-
ments are stored in a stack ranked in non-increasing order
by their tag assignment probability.

During the second step, the modifiees are statistically
specified in a left-to-right manner. Note that the algorithm
utilizes modifiee lexical category constraints to filter out
candidates with mismatched lexical categories. When pro-
cessing the wordwk; k = 1; : : : ; n, the algorithm attempts
to determine the left dependents ofwk from the closest to
the farthest. The dependency assignment probability when
choosing the(c+ 1)th left dependent (with its position de-
noteddep(k;�(c+ 1))) is defined as:

Pr(link(sdep(k;�(c+1)); sk;�(c+ 1)jsyn;H))

whereH = hw; sik; hw; sidep(k;�(c+1)); hw; si
dep(k;�c)

dep(k;�1). The
dependency assignment probability is conditioned on the
word identity and SuperARV assignment ofwk andwdep(k;�(c+1))

as well as all of thec previously chosen left dependents
hw; si

dep(k;�c)
dep(k;�1) for wk. A Boolean random variablesyn is

used to model the synergistic relationship between certain
role pairs. This mechanism allows us to elevate, for ex-
ample, the probability that the subject of a sentencewi is
governed by a tensed verbwj when the need role value of
wj points towi as its subject1. The values ofsyn for a de-
pendency relation is determined heuristically based on the
lexical category, role name, and label information of the two
dependent words. After the algorithm statistically specifies
the left dependents forwk , it must also determine whether
wk could be the(d + 1)th right dependent of a previously
seen wordwp; p = 1; : : : ; k � 1 (whered denotes the num-
ber of already assigned right dependents ofwp), as shown
in Figure 2.

After processing wordwk in each partial parse on the
stack, the partial parses are re-ranked according to their up-
dated probabilities. This procedure is iterated until the top
parse in the stack covers the entire sentence. For the tightly
coupled parser, the SuperARV assignment to a word and
specification of its modifiees are integrated into a single
step.

The parsing algorithm is implemented as a simple best-
first search. To control time and memory complexity, we
used two pruning thresholds: maximum stack depth and
maximum difference between the log probabilities of the
top and bottom partial parses in the stack. These pruning
thresholds are tuned based on the tradeoff of time/memory
complexity and parsing accuracy on a heldout set, and they
both have hard limits.

Note the maximum likelihood estimation of dependency
assignment probabilities in the basic loosely coupled pars-
ing algorithm presented in Figure 2 is likely to suffer from
data sparsity, and the estimates for the tightly coupled algo-
rithm are likely to suffer even more so. Hence, we smooth

1This is a much simpler mechanism than thetrigger approach used by
Rosenfeld [8] to model synergistic features.

the probabilities using Jelinek-Mercer smoothing [9]. To
simplify presentation, we describe the smoothing procedure
for the loosely coupled case, where the+ prefix represents
items related to right dependents and the� prefix, left de-
pendents:

Pr(link(sdep(k;�(c+1)); sk;�(c+ 1))jsyn;H)

=
cX

i=1

�i � Pr(link(sdep(k;�(c+1)); sk;�(c+ 1))jsyn; Æi)

+ �1 � Pr(link(sdep(k;�(c+1)); sk;�(c+ 1))jsyn;H1)

+ �2 � Pr(link(sdep(k;�(c+1)); sk;�(c+ 1))jsyn;H2)

+ �3 � Pr(link(sdep(k;�(c+1)); sk;�(c+ 1))jsyn;H3)

+ �4 � Pr(link(sdep(k;�(c+1)); sk;�(c+ 1))jsyn;H4)

+ �5 � Pr(link(sdep(k;�(c+1)); sk;�(c+ 1))jsyn;H5)

+ �6 � Pr(link(sdep(k;�(c+1)); sk;�(c+ 1))jsyn;H6)

where,H = hw; sik; hw; sidep(k;�(c+1)); hw; si
dep(k;�c)

dep(k;�1)

Æi = hw; sik; hw; sidep(k;�(c+1)); hw; si
�i
�1

H1 = hw; sik; wdep(k;�(c+1)); s
dep(k;�c)

dep(k;�1)

H2 = hw; sik; sdep(k;�(c+1)); s
dep(k;�c)

dep(k;�1)

H3 = sk; hw; sidep(k;�(c+1)); s
dep(k;�c)

dep(k;�1)

H4 = sk; sdep(k;�(c+1)); s
dep(k;�c)

dep(k;�1)

H5 = sk; sdep(k;�(c+1)); POS
dep(k;�c)

dep(k;�1)

H6 = POSk; POSdep(k;�(c+1)); POS
dep(k;�c)

dep(k;�1)

Note POSk denotes the part-of-speech of wordwk. The
values of�i’s and�’s are determined using the EM algo-
rithm described by Jelinek [9] on a held-out data set.

2.2. Additions to the Basic Model

Some additional features that improve SCDG parsing accu-
racy are added to the basic model because of their potential
to improve the word prediction capability of the SCDG LM.
These additions appear in this subsection, and their efficacy
is evaluated in Section 3.

1. Modeling crossing dependencies:The basic parsing algo-
rithm was implemented to preclude crossing dependencies;
however, it is important to allow them in order to model
wh-movement in particular.

2. Distance and barriers between dependents:Because dis-
tance between two dependent words (e.g., the distance value
0 means the two words are adjacent) is an important factor
in determining the modifiees of a word, we evaluate an al-
ternative model that adds distance,�dep(k;�(c+1));k toH in
Figure 2. Note that�dep(k;�(c+1));k represents the distance
between positiondep(k;�(c + 1)) andk. To avoid data
sparsity problems, distance is bucketed as:[0], [1], [2; 4],
[5; 9], [10;1). A discrete random variable with five possi-
ble ranges is used to model distance. Collins [11] observed
that 94% of dependencies do not cross a verb in the Wall
Street Journal Penn Treebank training set. This suggests
that verbs act as barriers that impact modifiee links. Hence,



Table 1. Definitions of symbols used in the basic parsing algorithm.

Term Denotes

L(sk),R(sk) all dependents ofsk to the left and right ofwk, respectively
N(L(sk)), N(R(sk)) the number of left and right dependents ofsk, respectively

dep(k;�c), dep(k; c) cth left dependent and right dependent ofsk, respectively
dep(k;�1), dep(k;1) the position of the closest left dependent and right dependent ofsk, repectively
dep(k;�N(L(sk))), dep(k;N(L(sk))) the position of the farthest left dependent and right dependent ofsk, respectively
Cat(sk) the lexical category ofsk
ModCat(sk;�c), ModCat(sk; c) the lexical category ofsk’s cth left and right dependent (encoded in the SuperARV structure), respectively

link(si; sj ; k) the dependency relation between SuperARVsi andsj with wi assigned as thekth dependent ofsj , e.g.,

link(sdep(k;�(c+1)); sk;�(c+ 1)) indicates thatwdep(k;�(c+1)) is the(c+ 1)th left dependent ofsk.
D(L(sk)), D(R(sk))) the number of left and right dependents ofsk already assigned, respectively

hw; si
dep(k;�c)
dep(k;�1)

words and SuperARVs ofsk ’s closest left dependent up to itscth left dependent

hw; si
dep(k;c)
dep(k;1)

words and SuperARVs ofsk ’s closest right dependent up to itscth right dependent

syn a random variable denoting the synergistic relation between some dependents

a Boolean random variable that represents whether there is
a verb between the dependencies is added to conditions of
the probability estimations.

3. Modifiee lexical features: The SuperARV structure em-
ployed in the CDG-based almost-parsing LM [5] uses only
lexical categories of modifiees as modifiee constraints. In
our previous work [12], we found that modifiee lexical fea-
tures play an important role in strengthening selectivity of
a CDG. However, for many dependencies, only a subset
of lexical features are relevant to the dependency relation.
Consequently, we investigate the efficacy of adding rele-
vant lexical features to modifiee constraints for a SuperARV
structure.

3. EVALUATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. Experimental Setup

The 20k open vocabulary DARPA Hub1 WSJ CSR is used
to evaluate our SCDG parser-based LMs. Roark [2], Chelba
[1], and Xu & Chelba [4] all evaluated their parser-based
LMs on this task. The LM training data for this task is com-
posed of the 1987-1989 files containing 37,243,300 words.
Since this is a speech corpus, this material contains no punc-
tuation or case information. All words outside the provided
vocabulary are mapped tohUNKi. We evaluate all LMs on
the 1993 20k open vocabulary DARPA WSJ CSR evalua-
tion set (denoted 93-20K), which consists of 213 utterances
and 3,446 words. For consistency, we use the same lattices
as those used by Roark [2], Chelba [1], and Xu & Chelba
[4]. Note that, for the parser-based LMs, we split the con-
tractions in the word lattices so that they can be processed
properly. We will evaluate our SCDG parser-based LM on
this set of lattices using lattice rescoring.

Our SCDG parser LM was trained using CDG parses
for the complete WSJ CSR LM training data, i.e., we utilize
all of the 37+ million word data set. To obtain these parses,

we used an automatic transformer (as in [5]) to transform
the CFG parses into CDG parses. The CFG parses were ob-
tained from a combination of the WSJ Penn Treebank [13]
and BLLIP [14], which together cover the entire LM train-
ing set. BLLIP was generated using Charniak’s maximum
entropy inspired parser [15] trained on the WSJ Penn Tree-
bank. Since WSJ Penn Treebank parses are probably more
accurate than those contained in BLLIP, the parse trees for
training our LM were generated following the policy that
for each training set sentence, if the parse can be found in
the WSJ PTB, it becomes the parse tree for the training sen-
tence; otherwise, we use the corresponding tree from the
BLLIP treebank [14].

We compare several variations of our SCDG parser LM
to other LMs listed below. All are trained on the complete
37+ million word LM training data using the 20K open vo-
cabulary, unless mentioned otherwise.

� The baseline trigram provided by LDC for the task.

� The part-of-speech (POS) LM described in [5].

� The best SuperARV LM described in [5].

� Chelba’s parser-based LM [1], which was trained on a
20-million-word subset of the WSJ CSR LM training
data due to time and space constraints on the model.

� Chelba’s parser-based LM which we retrained using
more optimization and the entire training set [5].

� Xu and Chelba’s revised parser-based LM [4], which
was trained on a 20-million-word subset of the WSJ
CSR LM training data due to time and space con-
straints on the model.

Note that we do not compare to Roark’s model [2] since his
model was trained on the much smaller Wall Street Journal
Penn Treebank corpus. Note that Xu & Chelba [4] rescored
50-best lists generated from Chelba’s lattices [1]; whereas,
Chelba [1] performed lattice rescoring.



BASIC PARSING ALGORITHM

1. Using SuperARV tagging on word sequencew1; : : : ; wn, obtain a set of N-best SuperARV sequences with each element consisting
of n (word, SuperARV) tuples, denotedhw1; s1i; : : : ; hwn; sni, which we will call an assignment.

2. For each SuperARV assignment, initialize the stack of parse prefixes with this assignment:
=� From left-to-right, process eachhword; tagi of the assignment and generate parse prefixes�=
for k : = 1; n do
=� Step a:�=

/* decide left dependents ofhwk; ski from the nearest to the farthest */
for c from 0 to N(L(sk))� 1 do

=� Choose a position for the(c+ 1)th left dependent ofhwk; ski from the set of possible positions
C = f1; : : : ; dep(k;�c)� 1g: The position choice is denoteddep(k;�(c+ 1)) � =
=� In the following equations, different left dependent assignments will generate

different parse prefixes, each of which is stored in the stack� =
for each dep(k;�(c+ 1)) from positionsC = f1; : : : ; dep(k;�c)� 1g

=� Check whether the lexical category of the choice matches the modifiee lexical
category of the(c+ 1)th left dependent ofhwk ; ski � =

if Cat(sdep(k;�(c+1))) == ModCat(sk;�(c+ 1)) then
Pr(T ) : = Pr(T )� Pr(link(sdep(k;�(c+1)); sk;�(c+ 1)jsyn;H))

whereH = hw; sik; hw; sidep(k;�(c+1)); hw; si
dep(k;�c)
dep(k;�1)

=� End of choosing left dependents ofhwk; ski for this parse prefix�=
=� Step b:�=

=� For the word/tag pairhwk; ski, check whether it could be a right dependent of any previously
seen word within a parse prefix ofhw1; s1i; : : : ; hwk�1; sk�1i �=

for p : = 1; k � 1 do
=� If hwp; spi still has right dependents left unspecified, then try outhwk; ski as a right dependent */
if D(R(sp)) 6= N(R(sp)) then
d : = D(R(sp))

=� If the lexical category ofhwk; ski matches the modifiee lexical category of the(d+ 1)th right
dependent ofhwp; spi; thensk might behwp; spi’s (d+ 1)th right dependent� =

if Cat(sk) == ModCat(sp; d+ 1) then

Pr(T ) : = Pr(T )� Pr(link(sk; sp; d+ 1)jsyn;H), whereH = hw; sip; hw; sik; hw; si
dep(p;d)

dep(p;1)

Sort the parse prefixes in the stack according tologPr(T ) and apply pruning using the thresholds.
3. After processingw1; : : : ; wn, pick the parse with the highestlogPr(T ) in the stack as the parse for that sentence.

Fig. 2. The basic loosely coupled parsing algorithm.

3.2. Results

Table 2 shows the word error rate (WER) and sentence ac-
curacy (SAC) after applying each LM to rescore the lat-
tices (or N-best lists). NoteLattice WER/SAC shows the
best possible accuracy for the set of lattices used given per-
fect knowledge. As can be seen from the table, all of the
SCDG parser LMs outperform the trigram, POS, and Su-
perARV LMs. For the loosely coupled SCDG LMs, the
model enrichment improves the LM performance. Also,
the tightly coupled SCDG parser-based LM outperforms the
best loosely coupled SCDG parser-based LMs, which ver-
ifies our hypothesis that this tight integration should ben-
efit both tagging and modifiee determination. Also, all of
the loosely and tightly coupled SCDG LMs obtain a WER
reduction and SAC increase compared to Chelba’s original
LM [1]. Furthermore, after lattice rescoring, the tightly cou-
pled LM performs slightly better than Xu and Chelba’s re-
vised structured LM [4].

It should be noted that Xu and Chelba [4] trained their
LM on a subset of the WSJ CSR training data and rescored
50-best lists derived from the same set of lattices. Conse-
quently, to more directly compare our tightly coupled SCDG

parser-based LM to this state-of-the-art LM, we retrained it
on the smaller set of training data used by [4] and applied
the resulting LM to rescore 50-best lists. In this case, we
obtained a WER of 12.5%, a higher WER than 12.3% re-
ported by Xu and Chelba. However, when the tightly cou-
pled SCDG parser LM was trained on the complete data set,
we obtained a comparable WER of 12.28% given 50-best
rescoring.

There are two important characteristics of grammars [16]
that can affect the quality of a parser-based LM and clearly
have a tradeoff:generality andselectivity. For example, a
probabilistic CFG without headword enrichment would be
quite general but would not have the selectivity necessary
for constructing a high quality LM. In prior work on CDG
induction [12], we found that CDGs tend to have a greater
selectivity and lower generality than CFGs learned from the
same corpus. The LM results described above are consis-
tent with our findings concerning differences in inductive
bias between CFGs and CDGs. Although it is possible to re-
lax grammar constraints to increase generality, we hypothe-
size that a selective SCDG parser LM trained on more data
should perform better, as shown in our results.



Models WER(SAC) (%) Interp. Weight
3gram 13.72(36.18) N/A
POS 13.51(37.96) 1.0
SuperARV 12.83(43.86) 1.0

Loose SCDG LM (1): basic model 12.79(44.25) 0.8
(2): (1)+crossing dependencies 12.71(45.86) 0.8
(3): (2)+distance and barrier model 12.59(48.33) 0.8
(4): (3)+modifiee lexical features 12.44(49.02) 0.8

Tight SCDG LM using (4) 12.18(51.66) 0.9

Chelba (re-run) 12.89(41.66) 0.6
Chelba (2000) 13.0(–) 0.6
Xu and Chelba (2002) 12.3(–) 0.6

lattice accuracy 3.41 (68.86) N/A

Table 2. Comparing WER and SAC (%) after rescoring lattices or N-best lists using each LM on the DARPA WSJ CSR
1993 20K open vocabulary evaluation test set. The lattice WER and SAC which define the best accuracy possible for a set of
lattices given perfect knowledge is also provided.

Table 2 shows the interpolation weight� for combining
each corresponding model with the baseline trigram (opti-
mized on the same development set). As discussed in [5],
the POS and almost-parsing SuperARV LMs are not im-
proved by interpolation because they already contain word
co-occurrence knowledge in their models. By contrast, the
parser-based LMs [1, 4] obtain a decrease in WER when
they are interpolated with word n-gram LMs. Because of
their focus on modeling syntactic knowledge with non-terminals,
they may not capture all of the local word co-occurrence
information available to the trigram. Our SCDG parser-
based LM tightly integrates word and parse structure in-
formation; however, all of the SCDG parser-based LMs,
whether loosely or tightly coupled with SuperARV tagging,
obtain an improved performance given interpolation with
the trigram. The lower interpolation weight of the loosely
coupled SCDG parser-based LM indicates that it receives a
greater level of compensation from the word n-gram than its
tightly coupled counterpart. The SCDG parser-based LMs
may be effectively interpolated with the trigram due to the
distortion of probability mass due to pruning.

This paper has presented a statistical Constraint Depen-
dency Grammar parser-based LM that tightly integrates mul-
tiple knowledge sources such as word identity, syntactic
constraints, and lexical features. The model also utilized
long-distance dependency information and subcategoriza-
tion information to make word predictions. When evaluated
on the WSJ CSR task, the model outperformed an almost-
parsing statistical LM based on CDG and produced a recog-
nition accuracy comparable to or exceeding state-of-the-art
parser-based LMs.
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